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August 3, 2014 
 
DOW 
 
Reviewing patterns, indicators and sentiment, today we examine the June 1 and July 
6, 2014 reports, and conclude the probabilities regarding the scenarios.  
 
So, let us look at the 6-month Dow chart. 
 
Please scroll to next page. 
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As we can see above, my favourite and single-most reliable indicator, the slow 
stochastic (beneath price chart) put in a quadruple divergence from July. 
 
So this decline was an easy warning call, though not  necessarily occurring in that 
fashion (technical and fundamental backgrounds). Therefore, given the nature of the 
decline, it is another question whether or not we have seen the final top.  
 
Given the sharp turnarounds in foreign markets (see NIKKEI and SHANGHAI) 
(external divergences), probabilities have again shifted to the short term peak 
marking THE peak of every other degree, from secular, cyclical, and down to short, 
though not near terms. 
 
I do not believe that the 200-day moving average will be broken at this time.  
 
I also believe that the countertrend rally's sweet-spot for marking a peak that would 
precede a Wave-3 collapse is in the area of 16,900 (SKGS countertrend rally target).  
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The countertrend rally (from perhaps a few points lower than here) should be used to 
complete the final third of a 3-part re-entry into the re-establishment of one of the 2 
strategies that have been recommended in these pages (see July 6, 2014 report). 
 
First, the June 1, 2014 letter mostly maps out where we are today, I believe, While 
the July 6 report describes the alternate scenario. The latter was a short term call (2-3 
months) to end the secular bull market.  
 
The June 1 report continued to contemplate an intermediate term peak that would 
form the secular summit, knowing that the first move down almost always tips off the 
major move down with an initial "crack in the wall." 
 
This then dramatically increases the clarity relating to the bearish probabilities for the 
short term, with the view to entering well ahead of the eventual cataclysm. 
  
SKGS refers to long term and leveraged strategies, going out 9 - 24 months. Volatility 
entry points and spreads seek to further maximize leverage (see previous and prior 
reports). 
 
Technically, apart from expanding triangles and the world's collapsed volatility, 
including its mirroring complacency, in recent reports we have focused on the US 
market's internal and external divergences. The GLOBAL external ones are obvious! 
 
June 1, 2014 
 
"As reported often in recent months' reports, the technical expression of increasing volatility and 
attendant growing risk of collapse is known as the "expanding triangle." 
 
"More than once now, I have illustrated the secular triangle that has formed over the past 14 years, while 
also drawing attention to intermediate (December - now) and short term (March - now) expanding 
triangles, to create a trinity of ever-decreasing-in-size expanding triangle formations." 
 
"However, the excerpt from the May 18 report which appears in that paragraph above the chart 
warns of a 3rd triangle this year, the latter being a near-term formation.  
 
"A move of only a few points higher from here on an intra-day basis (Monday?) would create the 4th 
triangle formation, and 3rd this year. Secular, intermediate, short term and, now, near term. 
Unbelievable."   
 
"The Dow is unconfirmed on multiple internal and external levels, with the coiled nature of the pattern 
(multiple expanding triangles of ever smaller degrees) suggestive of explosive action to come. That 
"coiling" is also evident in the precious metals, however they are going in the opposite direction in those 
cases. 

"Coiling and expanding triangles each (let alone both) point to a manipulated stalling of the inevitable, as 
smart money finds different places to park its capital, while distributing shares throughout the entire 
topping formation."  
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On July 6, 2014, I finally provided the contrarian scenario for the very near term. 
Occasionally, I do that at peaks.  
 
At the major July 2007 top, SKGS correctly identified the peak, before needing to do so 
again 3 months later. So let's look at the bottom line today: 

The argument AGAINST a parabolic blow-off: Government works to give the public the  
impression that all is under control, without being great.  

Simply, a blow-off would be too obvious and self-defeating, since the idea is to blame 
foreigners for what follows, not blame financial excesses, which a stock price 
blow-off would suggest.  

Therefore, on that alone, without considering any of the indicators above, there will be 
no blow-off. Still, as regards the re-establishment of the partial position that was lifted, 
a new closing high should be used as a would-be stop. 

Re-establishment of the 2nd long term put spread position {or straight long term put as 
opening leg, as per individual's chosen complement (see prior reports)} is 
recommended in thirds, at 16,750, 16,800 and 16,875.  

NIKKEI 

The 1-year Nikkei chart below illustrates a reversal from a lower high (major double-
top), right in the preceding Wave-2 mid-area, which I tend to call a sweet-spot, 
particularly if following a gap-closing. 

Since we see something similarly urgent occurring in China (see SHANGHAI), and given 
the recent market activity in Europe, the probability of only a lower high in New York 
is meaningfully greater now. 

June 1, 2014 

"The 3-year Nikkei chart on the next page continues to plainly illustrate a lengthy distribution phase 
within a shoulder-head-shoulder formation, along with a major divergence against the Dow Jones."  

July 6, 2014 

"The June report advised that existent short positions use a 15,200 close-only stop.  

"I didn't believe that the Nikkei would follow the Dow higher in achieving a new peak, but I also felt that 
a logically derived stop to protect profits would make sense in this gravity-defiant investment world. 
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"Having said that, the fact remains that the Nikkei has not made new highs and the Dow would really 
need to remain buoyant to attract such an eventuality, given all of the overhead resistance that the US 
hedge fund managers' supply offers. 

"Therefore, there will be a quick interim report should an easy re-entry on the short side 
appear to present itself. Lower risk short entry points in this market remain logical." 

 

The Nikkei is again a 100% short. 

SHANGHAI 

May 4, 2014 

"The Shanghai Composite would have to break above 2150 to crack the downtrend which appears 
destined to collapse under 2000 en route toward 1600, and 1000 before 2017 is over."  

Many must have seen what I did back in May, because we saw a spike blow-off as the 
Shanghai Composite was streaking to its own "sweet-spot" (of the sort describes in the 
Nikkei section) as it approached 2150 

Asia achieving a dangerous reversal point following Europe's financial and market woes, 
plainly reinforces the notion of using a countertrend Dow rally to be fully short.  

SHORT CHINA now, using a close-only stop above 2250. 

The 1-year Shanghai Composite chart follows immediately below: 
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LONG BONDS (TLT) 

As the 6-month TLT chart (Barclays 20+ year Treasury Bond Fund) below illustrates, 
fear is growing with a rush into US treasuries. The chart also shows: 

July 6, 2014 

"Bonds are overpriced, while PMs are underpriced. Market action will have reflected that 

reality through the second half of 2014." 

Friday's candlestick-bullish outside day reversal maintained a trend of declines pausing 
at ever higher levels within its uptrend, as the marketplace's fear holds the upper hand.  

For precious metals, this is a lead indicator, even more valuable than any asymmetric 
relationship with equities, however evident the latter has come to be.  

Splitting hairs for some, the former is even more explainable fundamentally and 
politically, while the equity relationship is more based on correlation.  
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DOLLAR 

Please see the 1-year US Dollar Fund (UUP) chart below; it has come into resistance 
and the stochastic is lofty.  

Please scroll to 1-year UUP chart. 
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However, previous tops have occurred with divergences that were created with minor 
new highs! 

July 6, 2014 

"The Dollar does NOT need to head lower to support higher PM prices. That's yesterday's paradigm.  

"Europe's easily forecasted printing spree will get the job done, as I discussed and illustrated early in the 
year when Draghi's intentions for the latter half of 2014 were made painfully obvious." 

A falling Dollar is in no way necessary for a PM blast-off, though it could sure fuel it if it 
is occurring because the market abandons the idea that US bonds are a greater safe 
haven than PMs, which, as we know too well, requires a quadrillionth of what is 
invested in US bonds to take silver to $150 and $500 per ounce. 

PRECIOUS METALS 
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The 6-month GLD chart below shows a bullish divergence and buy signal in the fast 
stochastic. There is no such divergence in the more important slow stochastic. 

Following the GLD chart, we see the 6-month SLV chart, which stochastic contains no 
bullish divergence, in neither the slow nor fast stochastic.   

On Thursday, the GLD broke its all-important and widely followed 200-day moving 
average. However, on Friday it closed in between the 200-day average and the slightly 
higher 50-day MA. 

Short term traders follow the latter moving average, with the most noted role for the 
50-day MA being its crossing over the 200-day MA. The latter is known as a Golden 
cross, since it implies that the intermediate term is confirming the longer terms trend.   

 

Witness the 6-month SLV chart below, and we see a Friday close right at the 200-
day MA, only 6 cents above the 50-day MA.  
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Therefore, among other things, the SLV chart will reflect a Golden Cross (when 50-day 
MA cross the 200-day period) Monday or Tuesday in all likelihood, which is a much 
followed trading trigger. 

Mark O'Byrne from July 31, 2014 GoldCore report: 

''Silver has tested support at the 200 day simple moving average at $20.21 and has rebounded higher 

again. Below that there is support at the 50 and 200 daily moving averages at $20.19/oz and $19.99/oz 

respectively.'' 

Still, pattern-wise, the SLV ends up emulating the GLD chart with a break into the gap zone 

~$19.30. It would be very common for silver's chart pattern to emulate the GLD chart, right at 

the very end of a move.  

So, given the GLD's action of Friday, it would be most common for silver to fall into the 
$19.30 - $19.40 area over the coming day or two, if it were going to do so. 

This pattern (triple bottom, reverse shoulder-head-shoulder) and its accompanying 
technical indicators reflects an idealized pattern for a silver low, now, regardless 
how it plays out.  

I am simply stating that if I were to draw a most ideal script from which silver would 
take-off, this would be it. 

Primary 5-Wave advances for both metals, along with secondary 3-leg patterns indicate 
that the bottom has been seen, when further considering time cycles (all else 
notwithstanding).  

In combination, the day is near for a blast-off. Any additional stalling would ultimately 
have no effect, as delays lower premiums, thereby providing an even greater spike and 
volatility swing. It will have all netted-out. 

Volatility premiums are a key indicator of market apathy and complacency, which are 
typical of a an extreme. As well, it (VXSLV) suggests what strategies to employ.  

Anything is possible to extend a basing pattern, but the more it is stretched, the more 
volatility collapses and, with all of that, the most explosive risk/reward potential of any 
asset class is driven to the furthest recesses of insanity and irrational gain at the other 
end.  

Remember: The irrational behaviour at a market's peak (or bottom) reflects 
the previously experienced insanity seen at the other extreme. 

6-month SLV chart: 
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June 1, 2014 

"The 5-year SLV chart on the next page depicts a triple-bottom over the past year, which can easily 
blast off once it breaks over and past the downtrend channel.  

"According to how one would connect the chart points from 2011 to the present, that break occurs 
anywhere between $20.00 - $21.50, believe it or not.  

Simply, taken in conjunction with the commentary above, the risk of an upward spike in 
silver is now extremely high. 

However,... 

The daily stochastic (below SLV price chart is) reflects what has often been a trend-
following picture, which has offered few clues as to subsequent direction, EXCEPT for 
the fact that a bearish cross back of the stochastic under 80 after having crossed over it 
bullishly (above 80), has been superb at identifying a decline. 
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My last technical concern has been about the fact that the weekly stochastic, unlike 
the daily stochastic, has been a coincident indicator. This is a concern since the 
weekly indicator has turned negative (below 80). 

 

This looks bad, however, 

I analyzed some time ago that weekly stochastic tend to be coincident indicators during 
corrective countertrend moves, while more likely to be leading indicators during its 
primary 5-wave advances.  

After analyzing the daily stochastic during the post May 2011 - present period (not 
shown), I have looked hard at the 2007 - 2011 weekly stochastic and found that the 
momentum indicator can peak months before an important top. 

My theory is simple.: 
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Everyone knows that silver is a thin market. When there are heavy market pressures on 
the metal, regardless the source, silver's low liquidity means that it can be held down, 
implying therefore that it requires a great deal of momentum to lift the weight off.  

Similarly, once the marketplace recognizes the trend to be bullish, it takes relatively 
little momentum to create much higher prices, due to the inferior volume (liquidity). 

With the contradictory messages of the daily and weekly stochastic, one (bullish) 
scenario would be a 1 to 2-week bounce that has potential to $22.25, followed by a  3-
week decline. 

The latter would have potential to $20.25, which, in this scenario would be enough to 
correct the weekly stochastic to a level from which both of these stochastic indicators 
(daily and weekly) could launch to higher prices.  

Either way, it is soon, or very soon. 

July 6, 2014 

"This section-concluding 6-month VXSLV chart (SLV option time premiums) offers a clue as to the next 
entry point, if another is provided. 

"Simply, as opposed to being over-interested in the SLV itself, one can judge whether or not a higher low 
has been seen in silver by noting how the VXSLV is behaving.  

"For instance, a test of the 20.5-level in that index, should it occur, may be the best indicator off of 
which to play. 

"The reasoning is simple: Option premiums gage psychology. If the latter is at a low, one need not 
consider the price action of the underlying security as much, since the "psychology level" that discounts 
the price low would have already been achieved." 

The VXSLV low on Friday was 20.51. 

June 1, 2014 

"Recent reports and articles have plainly strategized the use of January 2016 SLV calls, new buyers' 
remaining 50% purchase of which should be completed by June 30." 

Indeed.  

July 6, 2014 

"We may be watching a historical turning point in the early phases of acceleration." 
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Sid Klein 

LEGAL NOTICE:  This market letter is the work product and intellectual property of Mr. Sidney Klein.  It arises out of his training and 
profession as an international expert on financial equities.  It is a private correspondence from Mr. Klein to his subscribers.  Any 
person who copies or otherwise disseminates this letter becomes subject to international criminal and/or civil prosecution under the 
Universal Copyright Convention and the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works.  Nearly all countries in 
the world have signed both of these Conventions and have pledged to enforce them through their own legal systems.  In addition, 
Interpol may be called upon to assist in the international enforcement of these Conventions through its processes of arrest and 
extradition.  If you are the recipient of a copy of this market letter, whether through the internet or by facsimile, you should 
immediately report to Mr. Klein the name of the person or entity that sent it to you.  Send your email to sidklein@sidklein.com. 
 
DISCLAIMER:  This market letter is intended to assist in the dissemination of information to private subscribers.  The information 
contained herein represents Mr. Klein’s best efforts in good faith to advance knowledge to his clientele, but there can be no implied 
guarantee as to its accuracy or completeness.  The information is given as of the date appearing on this market letter, and Mr. Klein 
assumes no obligation to update the information or advise on further developments relating to the information provided herein.  No 
solicitation to buy or sell securities is intended, and none should be inferred.  Investments are inherently risky, but investment risk 
itself is a function of individual preferences.  Thus any opinions, recommendations, or judgments expressed in this market letter are 
of necessity abstract and general.  They must be modified, accepted, or rejected by individual subscriber/investors whose risk 
averseness cannot be known to Mr. Klein.  


